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Abstrakt 

 

Bakalářská práce komparuje dystopické knihy George Orwella a Raye Braburyho. Po 

vysvětlení výrazu dystopie a představení autorů porovnává hlavní témata knih mezi 

sebou. Hlavní témata obou knih jsou postavy, politický systém, přístup k historii, 

zákony a válka. Tato témata jsou následně porovnávána s uměleckými díly, které se 

řečenými knihami inspirovaly. Ukazuje tak, jestli jsou témata dystopií z druhé poloviny 

20. století stále aktuální. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Dystopian novels are supposed to reflect a society and make readers aware of 

problems that might happen in the future. 1984 and Fahrenheit 451 were written in 

different times, however, they both were able to show dangers that were topical in their 

age and are up to date even nowadays. 

In 1984 George Orwell brought up dangers of the totalitarian systems. Written 

shortly after the World War II, 1984 reflects political purges of 1930s in USSR, draws 

to attention alternating of history that happened in newspapers and even in other media 

(i.e. retouching photographs, …) and warns against totalitarian political system of one 

party.
1
 

On the other hand, Ray Bradbury in Fahrenheit 451 warns against simple life, 

political correctness, and consumerism. Fahrenheit 451 written during the Cold War, 

brings up issues of repression of intelligence, forcing people to stay in the grey crowd, 

technological overwhelm and hidden unhappiness of citizens of the state. 

In comparison 1984 and Fahrenheit 451 do not seem to have too much in 

common. However, both touch similar topics and some of them – i.e. history 

alternating, oppression of civil rights – are questioned in both novels. Put next to each 

other in topics of characters, political system, view on history, laws and war can show 

many issues that was problematic in their time, but might be problematic even now and 

can reflect many common things people meet every day. 

Nowadays fear of these topics is reflected not only in literature but also in many 

art forms. At art exhibition Brave New World, named after a dystopian novel by Aldous 

Huxley, art pieces inspired by novels of Huxley, Orwell and Bradbury were exposed. 

Many of them taking problematic topics from the novels and applying them to late 20
th

 

century and 21
st
 century proving that we are still endangered by them. 

By comparing the two novels and putting them in reflection to the topics that are 

current nowadays, it will be shown whether 1984 and Fahrenheit 451 outlived their age 

and will be topical in near future.  

                                                 
1
 FIRCHOW, Peter Edgerly. Modern Utopian Fictions from H.G. Wells to Iris Murdoch. 

Washington: Catholic University of America Press, 2007, p. 113. 
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2. Dystopia 

 

According to various online dictionaries, dystopia has a few definitions that are 

very similar, however, with a few small details added in each of them. 

Thefreedictionary.com describes dystopia as: “An imaginary place or state in which the 

condition of life is extremely bad, as from deprivation, oppression, or terror.”
2
 And 

also: “an imaginary society in which social or technological trends have culminated in 

a greatly diminished quality of life or degradation of values.”
3
 

The Cambridge online dictionary affords simpler definition, where dystopia is 

“a society in which people do not work well with each other and are not happy”.
4
 

Similar definition is provided by Oxford online dictionary: “An imagined place or state 

in which everything is unpleasant or bad, typically a totalitarian or environmentally 

degraded one. The opposite of utopia.”
5
 

According to the last definition, the name dystopia could imply that it is the 

opposite of utopia.
6
 However, while utopia is defined as “An ideally perfect place, 

especially in its social, political and moral aspects”
7
 it is also defined by Michael D. 

Gordin and collective as a society, which is planned. Therefore, if dystopia was a 

complete opposite of utopia, it would mean that dystopia is either unplanned or planned 

to be a bad society.
8
 This, according to definitions from other dictionaries, does not fit. 

Dystopia then cannot be taken for a simple opposite of utopia but as its own form of 

society. 

Dystopia is many times described as an imaginary place or society, which 

signifies that dystopia can be met only in a work of fiction. 1984 and Fahrenheit 451 

are taken as dystopian fictions and they also fit the definitions, however, not all of them. 

1984 state is a totalitarian state that is under restriction and political terror, much like in 

Oxford dictionary definition. Fahrenheit 451, on the other, hand fit the description of 

                                                 
2
 http://www.thefreedictionary.com/dystopia (17.1.2016) 

3
 http://www.thefreedictionary.com/dystopia (17.1.2016) 

4
 http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/dystopia (17.1.2016) 

5
 http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/dystopia (17.1.2016) 

6
 GORDIN, Michael D. Utopia/Dystopia: Conditions of Historical Possibility. New Jersey: 

Priceton University Press, 2010, p. 1. 
7
 http://www.thefreedictionary.com/Utopia (17.1.2016) 

8
 GORDIN, Michael D. Utopia/Dystopia: Conditions of Historical Possibility. New Jersey: 

Priceton University Press, 2010, p. 1. 
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thefreedictionary.com as its society is dulled by technology and the values of people are 

degraded. 

Even though dystopias are described as an imaginary place, various writers and 

artists warn about them coming true. More about this in chapter Nowadays.  
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3. Authors 

 

3.1 Ray Bradbury 

 

Ray Bradbury was born on August 22, 1920, and he always claimed that he had 

remembered the sensation of being born. This experience and many others – because he 

remembered “[…] every second and every hour and every day […]”
9
 of his life – 

inspired him for writing stories and becoming a writer.
10

 

In his stories, he often describes his own memories. Things he loved appear in 

many forms – his hometowns are depicted in Death Is a Lonely Business and A 

Graveyard for Lunatics
11

 and his experience with carnivals can be found in Something 

Wicked This Way Comes.
12

 

As for Fahrenheit 451 the topic of a book burning arose from Bradbury’s love to 

libraries
13

 and book burning during the World War II.
14

 His resentment towards modern 

technologies was also included.
15

 Those are the main topics in the novel; however, the 

age that Bradbury lived and wrote in had an effect on his writing too. 

1952 was a year of a presidential election in the USA. Bradbury openly 

supported Adlai Stevenson from Democratic Party. Because of the Cold war with the 

Soviet Union it was easy to blame anyone to be a Communist. Those days any liberal 

could be labelled as one. Even though Bradbury openly criticised Stalinist Russia many 

people targeted him – not only with criticism towards him but also with cancelling his 

lecture at Los Angeles City College.
16

 

                                                 
9
 BRABURY, Ray. Ray Brabury: The Last Interview: And Other Conversations. Brooklyn: 

Melville House Publishing, 2014, p. 5. 
10

 ELLER, Jonathan R. Becoming Ray Bradbury. Baltimore: University of Illinois Press, 2011, p. 

9. 
11

 REID, Robin Anne. Ray Bradbury: A Critical Companion. Wesport: Greenwood Press, 

2000,p. 20. 
12

 ELLER, Jonathan R. Becoming Ray Bradbury. Baltimore: University of Illinois Press, 2011, p. 

14. 
13

 BRABURY, Ray. Ray Brabury: The Last Interview: And Other Conversations. Brooklyn: 

Melville House Publishing, 2014, p. 43. 
14

 BRADBURY, Ray. Fahrenheit 451. London: HarperVoyager, 2008, p. 221. 
15

 BRABURY, Ray. Ray Brabury: The Last Interview: And Other Conversations. Brooklyn: 

Melville House Publishing, 2014, p. 5. 
16

 ELLER, Jonathan R. Becoming Ray Bradbury. Baltimore: University of Illinois Press, 2011, p. 

268-269. 
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Cold war also brought a danger of a nuclear war. In October 1952 Americans 

successfully developed the hydrogen bomb and half a year later the Soviet Union did 

the same.
17

 

Although Fahrenheit 451 includes these topics, the first idea for the novel came 

to Bradbury one night when he was walking and talking with his friend and policemen 

stopped them and asked them what they were doing. After this experience, Bradbury 

wrote the short story The Pedestrian in 1949. In this story people can be arrested after 

using the sidewalks. The story became a base for Fahrenheit 451.
18

 

 

3.2 George Orwell 

 

George Orwell (pseudonym of Eric Arthur Blair) was born on June 25, 1903, in 

Bengal. From a very young age he was socially isolated, he thought himself outsider 

and he soon started to question society in his works.
19

 He wrote many essays concerning 

social topics and totalitarian ideologies – some of them are included in Politics and the 

English Language and Other Essays (i.e. Politics and the English Language, The 

Prevention of Literature). 

During his life he worked as a police officer in Burma (1922-1927), essayist and 

he also joined fights in the Spain during the Civil War.
20

 His own experience was 

important for his writing. His book Homage to Catalonia describes the Spanish Civil 

War and his participations in it
21

 and novel Burmese Days was inspired by the time he 

worked at Burma.
 22

  

Soon, he started to criticize political propaganda and how the facts in 

newspapers differed from the things he experienced himself. This censorship of political 

matters was on daily basis for any newspapers – be it English ones or ones from Soviet 

                                                 
17

 Ibid. p. 282. 
18

 BRADBURY, Ray. Fahrenheit 451. London: HarperVoyager, 2008, p. 3-4. 
19

 GLEASON, Abbott. On Nineteen Eighty-Four: Orwell and Our Future. New Jersey: 

Princeton University Press, 2005, p. 51. 
20

 HITCHENS, Christopher. Why Orwell Matters. New York: Basic Books, 2003, p. 35. 
21

 FIRCHOW, Peter Edgerly. Modern Utopian Fictions from H.G. Wells to Iris Murdoch. 

Washington: Catholic University of America Press, 2007,  p. 98. 
22

 HITCHENS, Christopher. Why Orwell Matters. New York: Basic Books, 2003, p. 17. 
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Russia.
23

 He describes this phenomenon in his essay The Prevention of Literature where 

he criticizes censorship and falsification of reality
24

 (later used as a topic in 1984). 

During the Civil War he also stood face to face with brutality of the Stalinist 

Communist Party.
25

 This only strengthened his views on totalitarian ideologies and his 

goal became to show-up their dangers if not prevented.
 26

 His novel Animal Farm 

written in 1943-44 was a response to these ideologies
27

 and same applies to 1984 

(published 1949)
28

 in which he used real world events (such as purges, exile of Trotsky 

or Stalinist system) and recreated them into dystopian fiction.
29

 

  

                                                 
23

 ORWELL, George. Politics and the English Language and Other Essays. Garsington: 

Benediction Classics, 2010, p. 60-61. 
24

 Ibid. p. 70. 
25

 FIRCHOW, Peter Edgerly. Modern Utopian Fictions from H.G. Wells to Iris Murdoch. 

Washington: Catholic University of America Press, 2007, p. 98. 
26

 HITCHENS, Christopher. Why Orwell Matters. New York: Basic Books, 2003, p. 85. 
27

 FIRCHOW, Peter Edgerly. Modern Utopian Fictions from H.G. Wells to Iris Murdoch. 

Washington: Catholic University of America Press, 2007, p. 100. 
28

 BRADEUR, Karen. George Orwell's "1984". Piscataway: Research & Education Association, 

1995, p. 2. 
29

 FIRCHOW, Peter Edgerly. Modern Utopian Fictions from H.G. Wells to Iris Murdoch. 

Washington: Catholic University of America Press, 2007, p. 113. 
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4. Characters 

 

Characters are essential part of any story. In dystopias, they are reflecting the 

whole society – protagonist being the ones that stands against the oppression or are 

trying to fight the government and politics, antagonists on the other hand forcing others 

into this kind of society, or just going with the crowd, where they do not want to stick 

out. Supporting characters are trying to help protagonist – either to see the truth or to 

stand against the society. 

 

4.1 Protagonist 

 

Guy Montag and Winston Smith are protagonists in these books. They have both 

some things in common, but in general they cannot be much different. They both stand 

against their society, doing something, that may be considered innocent (i.e. keeping 

books, writing a diary), but it is against the law, and they both are trying to think for 

themselves. However, the way they choose to follow in order to complete their freedom 

goals differs. 

 

Protagonist in Fahrenheit 451 is Guy Montag. He is a regular member of the 

society. He hardly thinks about what he says, he is happy in his job and he takes 

pleasure in burning books. Montag is described as someone who has a fiery smile that 

never goes away
30

 and that he smells of kerosene.
31

 

His character development is subtle. During the whole book, he goes from self-

confidence into insecurity and he is forced to make his own moves while he is not sure 

whether he does that from his own will or he is obeying someone else again (i.e. Faber). 

In comparison to Winston Smith from 1984, Montag is trying to balance himself and 

find his own way while Smith is sure from the very beginning just afraid of the system. 

The change starts when Montag meets Clarisse McClellan. She points out some 

patterns in his behaviour he has not noticed – that he is laughing without a reason and 

that he does not think before answering. He feels uneasy around her because she talks 

                                                 
30

 BRADBURY, Ray. Fahrenheit 451. London: HarperVoyager, 2008, s. 10. 
31

 Ibid. s. 13. 
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small and says obvious things like: “There’s dew on the grass in the morning”
32

 and 

Montag realizes he is not sure whether he knew it or not.
33

 She asks whether he is happy 

or not, which he sweeps away as a silly question although he had already stolen some 

books and hidden them behind a ventilator in his house, therefore, act against the 

norm.
34

 

Talks with Clarisse are the main reason for Montag’s character change; there are 

some minor influences such as suicide attempt of his wife Mildred, an old lady who 

burned herself with her books (never named in the book but confirmed to be Mrs. 

Hudson in the Fahrenheit 451 play
35

), and his encounter with Faber. Those are 

important but it is a conversation with Clarisse that shows the change directly. 

In their first conversation, Clarisse says: “You laugh when I haven’t been funny 

and you answer right off. You never stop to think what I’ve asked you.”
36

 In their 

second conversations Montag starts to act with more thought while answering: “’Yes.’ 

He thought about it. ‘Yes, I have.”
37

 In this later conversation Clarisse also points out 

that Montag is not the same as other people that he actually listens to her and looks at 

her while she is talking. 

This development into insecurity can be found in the conversation with Faber. 

Montag proposes moves against Firemen and rules which would indicate he is sure 

about what to do. But his plans are full of holes and later, while talking with Faber 

through a radio; it is shown he is not sure if he acts on his own will: “I’m not thinking. 

I’m just doing like I’m told, like always. […] When do I start working things on my 

own?”
38

 and then adding: “I don’t want to change sides and just be told what to do. 

There’s no reason to change if I do that.”
39

 To this Faber answers that Montag is “[…] 

wise already!”
40

 which indicates that he started to act for himself even though he still 

needs to be ensured about it. 

                                                 
32

 Ibid. p. 16. 
33

 Ibid. p. 15-17. 
34

 Ibid. p. 17-18. 
35

 BRABURY, Ray. Ray Brabury: The Last Interview: And Other Conversations. Brooklyn: 

Melville House Publishing, 2014, p. 45. 
36

 BRADBURY, Ray. Fahrenheit 451. London: HarperVoyager, 2008, p. 15. 
37

 Ibid. p. 34. 
38

 Ibid. p. 119-120. 
39

 Ibid. p. 120. 
40

 Ibid. 
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Climax of his development can be found at the end of the book, when Montag 

goes back to city destroyed by bombing with a group of refugees. He is walking ahead 

of them and when he stops to wait, they let him lead them.
41

 This indicates that he 

finally became a man who can make his own decisions and is able to pass his 

experience to others. 

 

Winston Smith is a protagonist of 1984. He is a typical member of society with 

his chores and flaws. He is thirty-nine years old and he is of poor health – he has a 

varicose ulcer and respiration problems.
42

 At the first sight he does not deviate from any 

other member of society – for the story, he is not an important figure. His place could be 

taken by anyone because Smith is ordinary and 1984 focuses mostly on the Party and 

political system.
43

 Unlike Guy Montag who is the pillar of Fahrenheit 451 and the story 

could not work without him because it focuses on him. 

Smith is a political criminal; he does many things that are forbidden by the 

Party, he breaks rules even though there are no laws or constitution
44

. He is keeping a 

diary (which could condemn him to a labour-camp or even death sentence
45

), he is 

writing entries against the Party and Big Brother and he also falls in love with Julia and 

they have a forbidden relationship. He tries to merge with a crowd and look and act like 

everybody else – however in some cases he is acting like everybody not on purpose and 

he lets himself to be carried away by the crowd
46

. He works for the Ministry of Truth 

where he alternates history
47

. 

His character is constant in the most parts of the book. He is secretly against 

society, he acts like everybody else and even though he is afraid of the Party he acts and 

breaks unwritten laws from the very beginning to the near end of the book. Real change 

in his character appears at the end when he is imprisoned and tortured by O’Brien. 

                                                 
41

 Ibid. p. 210. 
42

 ORWELL, George. 1984. London: Penguin Books Ltd, 2008, p. 3. 
43

 FIRCHOW, Peter Edgerly. Modern Utopian Fictions from H.G. Wells to Iris Murdoch. 

Washington: Catholic University of America Press, 2007, p. 121. 
44

 ORWELL, George. 1984. London: Penguin Books Ltd, 2008, p. 8. 
45

 Ibid. 
46

 Ibid. p. 18-19. 
47

 Ibid. p. 40-41. 
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There he sets aside his believes. At the beginning of his imprisonment he is 

ready to take his life rather than succumb to the Party
48

 but after a long time of torture 

and talks with O’Brien he changes his mind. He admits that he wants to believe in the 

Party but he cannot because the Party contradicts itself in many things. It happens when 

O’Brien tortures him and tries to learn him doublethink by showing him four fingers 

while Winston is supposed to see five: “Which do you wish: to persuade me that you 

see five, or really to see them?” to which Winston answers “Really to see them.”
49

 

With long talks and torture he starts to break and change his mind about the 

Party, the only thing left is to break him emotionally. O’Brien sends him to Room 101, 

where Winston is succumbed to his worst fear and he gives up love to Julia, which 

devastate his mind and finally let him love Big Brother and the Party.
50

 

As stated above, the story would work even with anybody else in the place of 

Smith. Even though O’Brian calls him “the last man”
51

 which indicates he is the last 

that ever tried to oppose the Party (which may not be true, because there are many 

political prisoners introduced before in the cell with Smith and there is still Julia 

succumbing the same torture as him) he could be replaced by any other political 

deviant. Abbott Gleason in his essay says that Orwell might have connected himself to 

Smith because he himself was afraid of changing his mind about the Party
52

 showing 

that torture is not only allegory for purges in 1930s Soviet Russia but could happen to 

anyone around the world. 

 

4.2 Support 

 

Support characters are important for the protagonists be able to develop. There 

are a few supporting characters in both books but only some of them have bigger impact 

on both main characters. For Montag it is Clarisse and Faber and for Winston it is Julia. 

 

                                                 
48

 Ibid. p. 250. 
49

 Ibid. p. 263. 
50

 Ibid. p. 300. 
51

 Ibid. p. 283. 
52

 GLEASON, Abbott. On Nineteen Eighty-Four: Orwell and Our Future. New Jersey: 

Princeton University Press, 2005, p. 84. 
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Clarisse is seventeen years old and considered crazy because she likes to walk, 

think about random things and she is different from people in her age. She talks about 

things that her uncle said to her, mostly about how their society differs from the past 

one (“Did you know that once billboards were only twenty feet long?”
53

) and she 

showers Montag with many random questions. She is forced to go to a psychiatrist as 

they try to find out what is wrong with her – why does she walk around, why does she 

think or collect butterflies.
54

 

As stated above, her conversations with Montag pushes his development 

forward. Her character stays the same – she is curious, sometimes impolite when she 

asks questions, and she is scared of her peers.
55

 

In the book, she acts as a person that is different from normal people in society. 

She is a synonym for a difference and she and her family is under the government radar 

for their behaviour. As Beatty explains: “We’ve a record on her family. […] The girl? 

She was a time bomb. […] She didn’t want to know how a thing was done, but why.”
56

 

Even without knowing many laws it is clear what is taken as inappropriate behaviour in 

the society. 

 

Faber is a former professor, now living alone scared of society. His life consists 

mostly of regret that he did not do anything about book burning and degeneration of 

society when he had a chance. Now as an old man he spends his time reading books 

hidden in his home and tinkering with new technologies. Montag meets him by chance 

and Faber is the character that pushes him to action and who is providing real answers. 

On the other hand, Montag pushes Faber out of passivity and makes him fix his 

mistakes from the past by helping him.
57

 

He brings more information about changes in society than Clarisse because he 

was part of them when they happened. He does not just retell stories he explains nature 

of the change and leads Montag to understand them. He also explains that changing 

                                                 
53

 BRADBURY, Ray. Fahrenheit 451. London: HarperVoyager, 2008, p. 16. 
54

 REID, Robin Anne. Ray Bradbury: A Critical Companion. Wesport: Greenwood Press, 2000, 

p. 57. 
55

 Ibid. 
56

 BRADBURY, Ray. Fahrenheit 451. London: HarperVoyager, 2008, p. 79. 
57

 REID, Robin Anne. Ray Bradbury: A Critical Companion. Wesport: Greenwood Press, 2000, 

p. 57. 
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society is a silly idea because people were the ones who stopped reading and wanted 

easier lives at the first place.
58

 

He and Montag form some kind of a resistance. They want to reprint Bible and 

frame firemen by hiding books in their houses. Faber walks Montag through 

conversation with Beatty and helps him on his run by pointing out the place where 

Montag should hide. He acts as a fatherly figure and wise man that Montag needed to 

know his place in the world.
59

 

 

The only supporting character in 1984 worth mentioning is Julia. When Winston 

first sees her, he considers her his enemy. He also feels attracted to her in a sexual way 

and he thinks about killing her and raping her. However, when she trips and falls on the 

floor in front of him, he instinctively helps her out. Since every citizen should never feel 

sympathy towards the enemy, Winston is shown that he still has it and will help even 

those who he considers dangerous.
60

 

Later Winston and Julia start forbidden relationship. Julia is described as a rebel, 

she buys things on the black market, she slept with many men from the Party, and she 

generally enjoys many forbidden activities while playing her part as a good Party 

member. Winston calls her “a rebel from the waist downwards”
61

 because she is not 

interested in anything except their relationship while Winston would like to rebel 

against Party in more wide manner. While reading the book written by Goldstein, Julia 

finds it boring and falls asleep. She also does not care about future, only present. 

Her function in the story is to show Winston other means of rebellion against the 

Party. She is his partner in crime, she supports him in his ideas and they both know they 

are going to pay for them later. However she is really shallow and she is a 

personification of the freedom for Winston.
62

 She is a stereotype of a woman but her 

relationship with Winston is the only thing that keeps him sane in the prison later on. 

 

                                                 
58

 BRADBURY, Ray. Fahrenheit 451. London: HarperVoyager, 2008, p. 113. 
59

 REID, Robin Anne. Ray Bradbury: A Critical Companion. Wesport: Greenwood Press, 2000, 

p. 58. 
60

 ORWELL, George. 1984. London: Penguin Books Ltd, 2008, p. 111-112. 
61

 Ibid. p. 163. 
62

 FIRCHOW, Peter Edgerly. Modern Utopian Fictions from H.G. Wells to Iris Murdoch. 

Washington: Catholic University of America Press, 2007, p. 112. 
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4.3 Antagonists 

 

Antagonists in dystopia reflect society. Captain Beatty and O’Brien are politics 

believes and laws incarnated. Montag’s wife Mildred, on the other hand, is part of the 

consumerism and silent crowd that does not want any change and believes that 

everything going on is just perfect. Antagonists try to stand against protagonists and 

force them back where they, according to the law, belong. 

 

Captain Beatty is a captain of firemen and supervisor of Montag. He is described 

as an intelligent and outspoken man who is quoting books on the regular basis yet still 

hates them and burns them (this is explained in the Fahrenheit 451 play where Beatty 

used to read a lot but never found help in the books so he started to despise them
63

). He 

does not differ from other firemen – he enjoys cards, violence, and book burning. 

However his intelligence gives him much more charisma and as he is older than his co-

workers he knows the real history and not the one taught in schools. As he himself said 

“They don’t feed it [history] to rookies like they used to. […] Only fire chiefs remember 

it now.”
64

 

In the book, he stands as a man who is opposite to Faber. Like Faber, he gives a 

lot of information about history, why books are burned, about firemen profession and 

other things. He is great at persuading people about what is right and as that he 

personifies the government and laws. Montag is scared of him because he believes that 

in only one talk Beatty would be able to talk him back into the old ways.
65

 

Beatty might seem like an understanding person. When Montag asks him what 

would happen if a fireman stole a book, Beatty explains that he would let him read the 

book and if the fireman did not burn it himself, he would do it for him. At this point of 

conversation Beatty seems like a sympathetic person but later he reveals that after this 

conversation he let the Hound sniff around Montag’s house to scare him off. That shows 

he is manipulative and really believes that books are contradictory and unnecessary. 
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In the end, he pushes Montag so hard that Montag kills him. At that time, 

Montag realizes that Beatty maybe wanted to die.
66

 That he pushed him on purpose 

because he was a broken man who wanted out of life. It is never confirmed but with 

numerous suicides that happens (“nine or ten a night”
67

) it is opened to discussion. 

 

Beatty stands for the government; Montag’s wife Mildred, on the other hand, 

personifies consumerism in society. She is one of the mass and she spends most of her 

time watching TV walls and family, which she considers more alive than her or her 

husband.
 68

 Living next to her Montag realizes he is not happy with her, he does not 

know her and he does not even remember when they first met. 

Mildred is in denial. Her first appearance in the book is when Montag finds her 

nearly dead after her attempted suicide. In the morning, she does not remember 

anything about it and she denies everything. She believes she would never do something 

like that and that she is happy. She has also hard time to remember as times flies by her 

because she is consumed by television. She forgets to tell Montag important things, she 

does not remember the first meeting with Montag, she wants new wall-TV and she does 

not realize she got a new one just a few months back. When she socializes with living 

humans they talk mostly shallow talk ignoring any important subjects as war or politics. 

She does not understand many things outside her family. When Montag reads 

some quotes from books she understands only one that says “The favourite subject, 

Myself.”
69

 She is not happy about books in the house and she is scared that their house 

will be burned to the ground and she will lose her family. “[…] my “family” is people. 

They tell me things; I laugh, they laugh! […] He might come and burn the house and 

the “family”. That’s awful!”
70

 When pushes come to shove and firemen stand before 

their house, Mildred is leaving and the only thing on her mind is family. “Poor family, 

poor family, oh everything gone, everything, everything gone now…”
71
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Mildred is a perfect example of the member of society in which Montag lives 

and tries to run away from. He still feels affection towards her even after she leaves 

him, but she probably dies after bombing at the end of the book. 

 

In 1984 there is one main antagonist and that is O’Brien. Big Brother would be 

the second one but since he is only a passive idea, it is not necessary to talk about him. 

O’Brien, on the other hand, is an active character and he is an important part of breaking 

Winston down. 

O’Brien first appears in the novel at the same time as Julia. Winston reads them 

both wrong – he thinks that Julia is dangerous and that O’Brien hates the Party too and 

might think same as Winston.
72

 

O’Brien is an Inner Party member; therefore, he has many privileges. He has his 

personal servant, he gets the best goods from the market, and he is also allowed to turn 

his telescreen down for a short time.
73

 He acts in a very friendly matter towards 

Winston and his figure even appears in Winston’s dreams sometimes, which makes 

Winston to believe him. In reality, O’Brien is a member of the Thought Police and he is 

in charge of turning people and forcing them back to society. In this case, he is focused 

on Winston, monitoring him for seven years and finally making his move to capture him 

and Julia.
74

 

O’Brien then tortures and tries to convince Winston to see the truth that does not 

make sense to him. At this point O’Brien is very similar to Captain Beatty, he has a 

sharp tongue, he always knows what to answer and he appears as a supporting person. 

However, he is fanatical, he often exclaims and his belief in the Party is bullet-proof.
75

 

He switches between passive-aggressive and aggressive stance and yet most of the time 

he admits some sort of fascination towards Winston, who is a flaw of society.
76

 

O’Brien knows about the history; however his doublethink is working 

flawlessly, so he believes what the Party tells him to believe. He is a perfect member of 
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society; he is also a puppeteer who has control over minds of people. He is an allegory 

for any torture and forced confessions that happened in history.
77
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5. Political system 

 

State without a political system or some government would be hard to maintain. 

Dystopias have political systems as any other state, however, their political system has 

most of the time a totalitarian form where oppression works on a daily basis. These 

states are trying to hold together and keep people happy, so they would not revolt 

against them. Their ways of maintaining themselves differs, but there is one thing still 

the same – they are there to stay and they do not want to be destroyed under any 

circumstances. 

 

The political system in Fahrenheit 451 is not clearly described. Characters talk 

about politics from time to time, but mostly it includes only information about how the 

government made changes in the past and how it fights against the criminals. 

However, one short dialogue between Montag and friends of Mildred contains 

information about what kind of political system runs the country. The country Montag 

lives in is the USA and the political system did not change during the years. It is still a 

presidential system with direct election. Therefore, it is still democracy. 

On the other hand, the election is hugely influenced by media, as showed in 

pointed dialogue. The media plays the first hand in many things, but from the talk of 

women, it is clear, that they will vote for whoever appeals to them the most. And the 

most appealing candidate for them is the one who is appealing for media. “I voted last 

election, same as everyone”
78

 says Mrs. Bowles. Connotation “same as everyone” could 

mean she voted the same man as her friends, but it can also mean she voted the one that 

was advertised most in the media. Her statement then arouses discussion about 

candidates and all women in the room agree on voting for the best looking and behaving 

man, instead of looking into his political activities.
79

 

Lack of interest in politics is also mentioned in Beatty’s speech. His explanation 

agrees with a theory of advertising in media. “If you don’t want a man unhappy 

politically, don’t give him two sides to a question to worry him; give him one. Better yet, 
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give him none.”
80

 Government does not want people to worry about anything and they 

want them to enjoy their lives and be happy.
81

 That means to fill them with 

entertainment and make sure they will not have any problems with choosing who to 

vote. Therefore, if one of the candidates is more appealing than the other one, it is so 

people voted for him. 

Even though that political system is a democracy, people are influenced heavily 

by media so results of elections are theoretically known before the election even starts. 

Citizens are also not at all interested in politics and they let government rule how they 

want as long as they can be happy and do not have to worry about anything. 

 

After the Revolution the world changed and Oceania was created. Oceania is a 

superstate which is divided into provinces. Winston lives in the Airstrip One, former 

Great Britain, controlled by the Party (Ingsoc.) and Big Brother. It is not only Airstrip 

One, but whole Oceania which is controlled by a single party that got its power because 

of the Revolution making it a totalitarian state.
82

 There are no elections and people are 

being monitored and persecuted by Thought Police if they do not behave properly. 

There are no written laws. 

This state holds itself together by dividing the society into classes, constant war, 

propaganda and strong leader. It uses people’s fear of an inner enemy and enemy of the 

state to make them obedient. By persecution they ensure that people will not even think 

about rebelling against the party. 

However, most of these things are only a clever propaganda. Division into 

classes is real and there is no way to climb higher – for example, Proles can never 

become outer party members. Constant war is also questionable, as the enemy changes 

from time to time and Winston even brings up a question if Oceania itself does not 

bomb their own cities. 

Big Brother is also part of the propaganda. It is stated, that it is not important 

whether he really exists or not, but it is certain that he will never die and never 

disappear because he is the face of Oceania. On the other hand, the class enemy known 

as the Brotherhood, which is commonly brought up to light and exhibited as someone 
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people should fight against, might exist. O’Brien explains to Winston that he will never 

be sure whether they are real or they are only creation of propaganda.
83

 

Similarities to the Nazi Germany and the Soviet Russia are brought up even in 

the book itself. Oceania is very similar to them, it is totalitarian state, but they moved to 

different level of persuading people and persuading themselves because they know they 

are doing things for themselves and not the people. They learned from mistakes of the 

past and they believe they will last forever, because “The Party seeks power entirely for 

its own sake.”
84

 Therefore they are unstoppable because they know what they are doing. 

As long as they can control minds of people with clever propaganda and, as in the case 

of Winston, torture, they control everything else. 
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6. View on History 

 

Both books work with alternating the history. Political systems introduced in 

each of them have an easier time dealing with people who believe what they are said. 

Alternating history is then the best way to influence people’s thinking and ensuring they 

don’t ask unnecessary questions. 

In Fahrenheit 451 Montag is taught that the Firemen of America were 

established in 1790 by Benjamin Franklin. Their main goal was to burn English-

influenced books in the Colonies.
85

 In reality, in 1736, Benjamin Franklin established 

the Union Fire Company in Philadelphia, which was a voluntary group of thirty men 

whose main job was to fight fires.
86

 

Captain Beatty then reveals truth to Montag. He introduces him the history of 

firemen – explains, they were actually founded around the Civil war and that their job 

wasn’t the same as at their times.
87

 This changed because of two reasons – houses 

became fireproof so firemen weren’t necessary anymore, and people started to loath 

books, so firemen started to burn them.
88

 

Captain Beatty is familiar with the beginning of the book burning because in the 

past firemen were taught the real history of their job. As he noted, only firemen chiefs 

now remember the truth because rookies are not taught about it.
89

 There is also no way 

to find out the truth since books are burned and the single source of information is the 

government and its education system. However, unlike 1984, the blame is not on the 

government itself but mostly on the people.
90

 

Beatty himself blames the minorities – necessity to burn books was build up by 

social justice fighters. As he says: “Coloured people don’t like Little Black Sambo. 

Burn it. White people don’t feel good about Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Burn it. Someone’s 

written a book on tobacco and cancer of the lungs? The cigarette people are weeping? 

Burn the book.”
91

Alternating the past and burning of the books, therefore, bring people 
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happiness. Minorities have nothing to be offended about and the government provides 

them with different ways of entertainment.
92

 

 

Fahrenheit 451 presents need to change the history that arose from the people. 

1984, on the other hand, introduces changes of the history that is controlled by the 

government. George Orwell came up with the idea from his own experience. As he says 

in Politics and the English Language and Other Essays: “From the totalitarian point of 

view history is something to be created rather than learned.”
93

 

In 1984 Winston works at the Records department where his job is to rewrite old 

newspapers articles so they fit the created reality. If something is said by the Party and it 

does not happen, every article is changed so it looks like the Party was right all the 

time.
94

 People working at the Records department do not see this as forgery or history 

alternating; they simply see it as “[…] slips, errors, misprints or misquotations which it 

was necessary to put right in the interest of accuracy.”
95

 The Records department does 

not focus only on the newspapers or written documents, it also alternate radio programs, 

tele-programs or photographs.
96

 

There are also history books that claim what the Party achieved. Winston recalls 

that many things written there are not true but he is not sure because there is nowhere to 

check the information he remembers. For example, the Party claims that it invented 

aeroplanes, although Winston is sure, he had seen those before the Revolution.
97

 But 

since all the books printed before 1960 were destroyed he can never find the evidence.
98

 

History alternation in this case is used mostly for the political propaganda. The 

Party claims that before the Revolution people suffered under the reign of capitalists 

and that they were tyrants. They also warn against bishops or judges.
99

 It is also 

common that any building that looks new is supposed to be made by the Party, and any 

old building was built in the Middle Ages. Age of Capitalism is said not to bring 
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anything good.
100

 When Winston tries to clear some of that information by talking to an 

old Prole, he does not learn anything since the Prole does not give him answers for his 

questions.
101

 

In both books the history is altered by the government for a reason. Fahrenheit 

451 is trying to keep people happy and outside of the politics, 1984 uses history for the 

Party propaganda and keeping people in the politics. 
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7. Laws 

 

Laws are an essential part of any state. They are made to protect not only a 

country but also its citizens. Dystopian laws are often twisted and they are focused on 

protecting a state while restricting citizens, often even taking their civil rights. 

Sometimes, like in 1984, there are not even any laws; therefore citizens can be 

persuaded for anything when the government says so. 

 

There is not much said about laws in Fahrenheit 451. Unlike 1984 which 

focuses on a political system and explains it, Fahrenheit 451 is focused on characters 

and the story. So many things that can be said about laws have to be read between the 

lines. 

There are two laws that are exhibited in the book. One of them is about reading 

and owning books. It is forbidden to own or read books and punishment for doing so is 

being locked up in an asylum since readers are considered of no wellbeing. As captain 

Beatty says: “Any man’s insane who thinks he can fool the Government and us.”
102

 

Later in the book he also states many of those people commit suicide in the end, which 

makes them look as fanatics in the eye of society.
103

 

The only books that are allowed are comic books and three-dimensional sex 

magazines because they are not difficult to read and they do not attack any minorities. 

Captain Beatty compares book readers to bright kids in the school who were always 

bullied because of their brightness. He then continues that everyone has to be forced to 

become equal and that anyone who reads is a danger for society: “Who knows who 

might be the target of the well-read man?”
104

  

The second law is about the lowest car speed in the town. The minimum speed is 

55m/h
105

 and whoever drives slower than that can be thrown in jail. This is mentioned 

two times – one time by Clarisse whose uncle was thrown in jail for driving forty miles 

an hour. The second time it is mentioned when Montag and Mildred are going through 

the city and because of the speed they cannot hear each other talk. 
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Other laws are to be read between the lines. It is not explained thoroughly but it 

is important nonetheless. Citizens can be put in jail for just walking around, because it 

looks suspicious.
106

 It is similar to when houses stopped having porches and gardens 

because people used to sit there and talk. This all is considered bad social life and 

therefore is fought against.
107

 

On the other hand, things that are expected to be forbidden by law seem not to 

be met with any punishment. Violence and road kills are described to be on a daily basis 

of people’s lives. It is not stated that they are not against the law but from the lack of 

interest from the authorities it seems like they are not punishable by law either. When 

Clarisse talks about how many of her peers were killed by shooting or in car accidents 

she seems to be shaken by it but Montag himself is not affected at all.
108

 

 

It is stated at the beginning of 1984: “[…] nothing was illegal, since there were 

no longer any laws”
109

. It is pointed many times, that things that Winston does through 

the whole story are not considered illegal. However, he can still be punished for them – 

either to be sent to labour camps, prison or to be killed on the place. Lack of laws does 

not mean a lack of rules that has to be followed. In this case, they have many names and 

shapes. 

The main rule in Oceania is to do what everyone else is doing. It is important not 

to stand out in any way possible – doing things like doing what you want in your free 

time (called ownlife)
110

, not participating in communal recreation, or even looking any 

other way than happy (facecrime)
111

. Any of those can bring unwanted attention and it 

is not hard for the Thought police to find more activities against the Party and thrown 

culprit in jail. 

The worst crime of all is thoughtcrime and it can describe everything about laws 

in 1984. Thoughtcrime is considered to be a crime against the Party and one can commit 

it when they think about anything that is dangerous for the Party. Thoughtcrime is 

dangerous for citizen because there is no running away from it. As stated: 
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“Thoughtcrime was not a thing that could be concealed for ever. You might dodge 

successfully for a while, even for years, but sooner or later they were bound to get 

you.”
112

 

Therefore, any thought or idea that one can think may turn against them. Since 

there are no laws, the Party and Thought police can create rules and pick up anything 

from a behaviour of individual and charge him. It is known that one cannot have a free 

time, sex outside a marriage is forbidden
113

, so is relationship without consulting it with 

the Party
114

, questioning anything that is said is forbidden, prostitution, talking to proles 

and many other things. But since these are not written anywhere, rules can come and go 

to the liking of the Party and Thought police. However, it is not necessary for them to 

create more since they regularly force out confessions from political prisoners and make 

them confess to things they have never done.
115

 

However, these rules do not apply to the whole society. Proles are not under 

same control as party members. As long as they are not causing any trouble they are 

free to speak their minds, read books or anything else that is forbidden for party 

members. They are important only for work. “So long as they continued to work and 

breed, their other activities were without importance.”
116

 Since they are thought as 

inferior they can do whatever they want because they are not dangerous for the Party. At 

the time when Winston is thrown into a cell for the first time, he sees some minor (not 

political) criminals that are proles and they act very differently from party member 

prisoners, some of them even chatting with policeman like old friends. Guards also act 

differently towards them as they keep all their strange for political prisoners. 

 

In both cases, the government is observing for any kind of strange behaviour but 

with different outcomes. Fahrenheit 451 either throws people to jail just to let them out 

again later or force them to psychiatric care. 1984, on the other hand, takes inspiration 

from the purges in 1930’s Soviet Union and imprisoned people have to go through 

labour camp or torture and there is no insurance they will ever go out again. 
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8. War 

 

War is a big connection between these two books. Second World War and Cold 

War were important historical moments which influenced both authors. Cold War and 

atomic danger were topics which were transferred into both books. 

 

In Fahrenheit 451 the war is much more subtle than in 1984. There are 

comments about jets flying over city
117

 and radio transition talking about a danger of 

war
118

. Montag also notices that there were two atomic wars since 1960
119

. However, 

unlike 1984 where there are many destroyed buildings and bombs are falling on the city 

on a regular basis, cities in Fahrenheit 451 prosper and the war is not visible there. 

Danger of the war is getting stronger and louder throughout the book. At one 

point there is a radio transition that informs about mobilization. They say that they have 

mobilized one million men to go to war, however, Faber comments on this that there is 

high probability they have mobilized ten times more men and it is only propaganda 

which should keep people happy.
120

 

Although there is no clear reason for wars Montag thinks about it at one point in 

the book. He talks about how rest of the world is starving and the USA is hated because 

they have everything and they do not care about anybody else.
121

 

In the end a war starts with bombing the city Montag lived in.
122

 In the book 

there is no more said about the war, it only starts and Montag goes his own way. 

However, in The Martian Chronicles, which is very similar to the universe of 

Fahrenheit 451 and may be connected
123

, among the last chapters there is information 

about a war on Earth. The bombing is visible from Mars and then its citizens catch a 

message that describes destruction of Earth – destruction of Australia, Los Angeles, 

London and other big cities.
124

 If those two books happen in the same universe, it shows 
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how devastating the war was in the end, and it also points out that it continued for many 

years and wiped out the whole planet.
125

 

Purpose of the war in Fahrenheit 451 seems to be mostly to mirror the faint 

approach of the society towards other states and their needs. People are convinced that 

war will be quick and nothing bad can happen.
 126

 They only care about happy life and 

their own needs. They are also convinced bad things happen only to others and not 

themselves, as shown in the conversation with three women in Montag’s parlour: “It’s 

always someone else’s husband dies, they say.”
127

 The war is important in this book to 

mirror this approach and warn a potential reader about it. 

 

Unlike Fahrenheit 451 war in 1984 is an important topic and it is discussed in 

the story many times. London is devastated by bombing, most of the buildings are 

destroyed and people sometimes live in terrible conditions.
128

 Bombing happens on 

daily basis, nearly thirty bombs fall every week.
129

 They mostly land on uninhabited 

places or Prole’s parts of town.
130

 

The whole world is at war. It divides into three Superstates which are in constant 

war with each other.
131

 This constant war helps to keep people alerted and they depend 

more on their government because they need protection. It is not important who they are 

fighting with – it is visible when in the middle of speech the enemy of Oceania changes 

and nobody takes notice.
132

 War is described not as an attempt to destroy each other but 

as a condition in which states are able to consume goods and let the economy flow but 

not get better.
133

 

However, the war hysteria is still a case. This hysteria helps to keep Oceania’s 

political ideology. Because while the war is consuming most of the money, people 

cannot live in luxury, therefore people cannot raise their standards, become more 

intelligent and they cannot want change in government.
134
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The state-of-war has to exist so it keeps people from any change. Fanatics are 

necessary and labour is necessary. However members of Inner Party supposedly know 

when war is and is not happening but thanks to doublethink they are the biggest fanatics 

who ignore the facts. This is an important point because when even a ruling class is 

fanatical, the circle is closed and the government is working as it should.
135

 

The never-ending war in 1984 is an allegory for Orwell’s vision of future. He 

died years before the very highest point of Cold War, however, he saw this conflict as a 

conflict of superpowers.
136

 In 1984 there is said that world splitting into three 

superpowers was obvious from the beginning of 20
th

 century.
137

 Winston remembers 

that there was peace when he was a kid and that the war started when an atomic bomb 

destroyed Coldchester.
138

 The fear of atomic war is imprinted in this book and even 

though it does not end with wiping out humanity, it threatens reader with never ending 

war and fanaticism which never goes away. 
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9. Nowadays 

 

Dystopian novels reflect society in which an author lives and they warn about 

possible problems that may happen when nothing is done about a current situation. 

Orwell and Bradbury talked about dangers of war, dangers of technology and many 

others, which endangered their times. However, these dangers are very up-to-date even 

now. Many artists get inspired by both novels (and not only them) and create arts that 

warn about the same things that these authors warned us half century ago. 

From September 2015 to January 2016 in the cultural centre DOX in Prague, 

there was an exhibition called Brave New World (inspired by the book of A. Huxley) 

being held. This exhibition interpreted many different arts that warned about totality, 

oppression, surveillance problems etc. and all those arts were inspired by Huxley’s, 

Orwell’s and Bradbury’s books. It described the history of these novels and reasons 

why they were created, but also warned about future that may be very similar to 

societies their authors created.
139

 

9.1 Surveillance 

9.1.1 Cameras 

One of the things that are considered an issue in nowadays society is 

surveillance. The surveillance system is installed in many places around the world and it 

is hard to avoid it. This issue was questioned by few art pieces that were to be seen at 

the exhibition. 

William Betts is one of those artists that warned about surveillance. He created 

an art piece that looks like surveillance footage. This set of photos is called 15 minutes, 

56 seconds and it depicts people going around, it contains dates and it is supposed to 

convey the information that we are watched every day.
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The same message can be found in the short video called Surveillance Camera 

Players. A group of actors recreated 1984 on surveillance cameras in the subway station 

as an opposition to the violation of the right to privacy. At one point on the record the 

audience can hear a policeman asking the cameraman what is she doing and that she 
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should stop recording the surveillance footage. She refuses and she appeals against their 

decision with that she is not doing anything illegal.
141

 

Surveillance is a topic that is described in 1984, as everyone is watched through 

the telescreens and people also watch each other. Arts that warn about this show, that 

even though it is not the same, we are watched on everyday basis just like people in the 

novel. 

 

9.1.2 Social media 

The issue of surveillance does not include only the surveillance cameras that can 

be found everywhere, but it takes a notice about the Internet. With social networking 

now taking a huge part of people’s lives, many artists warn about misusing information 

that users put on the Internet. 

A social experiment called Face to Facebook – Hacking Monopolism Trilogy 

showed how easy it is to take personal information and misuse them. In this project one 

million of Facebook profiles was used, ran through facial recognition program and then 

250 000 photos were used on a custom online dating website. The point of this 

experiment was to prove that anyone can use information that is put on social media and 

that surveillance can watch this information online.
142

 

Social media can be also used as a monitoring tool. Nestlé company is using it to 

monitor the market and find out what people want and how successful advertisement 

are. A short document called Welcome to the Nestlé War Room described their policy. 

Nestlé is monitoring many social networks and they have access to information from 

them. They are monitoring not only key words but also photos or comments left by 

social media users.
143

 

The Internet and social networks are a big source of personal information that 

can be misused. Performers from Face to Facebook social experiment warned against 

the leak of information, Nestlé, on the other hand, is getting the good use from it. One 

way or the other it proves that whatever a user put on a social network can be used 

without him knowing it. 
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9.1.3 DNA (Stranger Visions) 

Stranger Visions is a set of 3D portraits of people. These portraits are created by 

using DNA samples that Heather Dewey-Hagborg collected on public places – mostly 

from cigarette butts, gums or hair – and recreated possible appearances of people who 

left it there. These portraits warn against rapidly growing DNA database which can be 

used by anyone. Stranger Visions was created as a critical art project that warns about 

genetic profiling and possible misuse in the future.
144

 

 

There are many possible types of surveillance and many possible misuses. What 

we were warned about in 1984 is still up-to-date in nowadays society. Maybe we do not 

have telescreen that watches us 24/7 but social networks which we use voluntarily can 

easily replace them. 

 

9.2 Isolation 

 

Another issue of modern society is isolation. We are overwhelmed by 

information with the television, the radio, and the Internet on daily basis. Getting 

information is easier than ever; it is enough to turn on the television or google few 

keywords. However, the flow of information is huge and wide and many people have 

trouble to keep up with it. In Fahrenheit 451 the society wanted to only have fun. 

People did not care about politics, about troubles of others and they stayed isolated 

within their own kingdom of what they wanted. Even though they had many 

possibilities to socialize and confront the problems, they never did. This problem 

endangers us even now. 

Krištof Kintera’s Plumbuman was created in the mid-1990s. It is an art piece 

which shows the trouble with getting used to world that is surrounded by information, 

phone calls, and advertisements. Even though this art piece is over twenty years old it is 

still more than current. Information technology developed in these twenty years with 

great speed and nowadays we have the Internet, mobile phones and we are more 
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overwhelmed than before. The need for isolation is still up-to-date and strong in this art 

piece.
145

 

Another show of isolation or more likely ignorance is showed in a short video 

Burn. A house is set on fire and family inside continues living their lives as if nothing 

happened. The visuals of burning newspaper in father’s hands, melting fridge etc. do 

not surprise inhabitants at all. Burn is conveying the message of how we are ignorant 

against disasters that are happening around the world and how we are absorbed in our 

own existence. The topic of fire is very similar to Fahrenheit 451 as the acting of the 

family resembles a behaviour of Mildred who was blind to any problem including her 

own suicide.
146

 

Ignorance and isolation towards world outside is a problem that we face even 

nowadays. Bradbury warned us about it within Fahrenheit 451 and artists are warning 

us about it even now. Without an action there cannot be a reaction and as long as people 

ignore problems of the world, these problems cannot be solved. 
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10. Conclusion 

 

As stated before, Fahrenheit 451 and 1984 were both written in different ages 

and therefore contain different dystopian topics. Although both fit in a different 

definition of dystopia – society in 1984 is described as totalitarian and society in 

Fahrenheit 451 has degraded values due to technology trends – in some manners they 

are similar and there are themes that can be considered the same. 

Both books operate with protagonists who stand against the government and 

society – they can see something is wrong and they take steps to fight against it. They 

are opposed by charismatic and somehow likeable antagonists who reflect the society 

and its rules. While these two sides are fighting each other, there is a grey mass that just 

wants to go on with their lives. 

Protagonists, antagonists, and grey mass are questioned in art pieces from Brave 

New World exhibition. The artists taking a form of protagonists and with their art pieces 

standing against social issue – that can be considered as antagonists – while showing it 

to the grey mass or questioning their stand in all of this (the grey mass can be very well 

seen in Burn). 

Another topic in which both books find agreement is their view on history. The 

history is alternated in both dystopias in the way it fits the government and when it can 

justify the laws and rules they are using. History alternation in 1984 is wider than in 

Fahrenheit 451, while in Fahrenheit 451 history is alternated less, however, the books 

and media are censored and cannot be read, watched or listened by people. 

Censorship and history alternation are not questioned in Brave New World art 

pieces. However, what they do question is a need for isolation and overwhelming 

information flow. The censorship and history alternation are not nowadays issues, on 

the other hand, the ignorance towards history and information is very common. 

Plumbuman is one of the art pieces that showed the need for isolation. 

Most of the books’ topics are the same with different themes. The danger of war 

is referred in both books; in 1984 it is part of the propaganda, in Fahrenheit 451 it is the 

sword hanging above the society with scary results. Laws are also more questioned in 

1984 although there are none, while in Fahrenheit 451 there are few scattered 
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throughout the story. The same goes for political system – 1984 explains it widely while 

Fahrenheit 451 leaves only few hints. 

Part of the everyday life in 1984 is nonstop surveillance by the Party, which is 

the way their political system tries to catch any possible threat. The surveillance is 

brought up in Brave New World exhibition more than once and it is showed how many 

different forms it can take. Surveillance Camera Players warned about omnipresence of 

surveillance camera on public places, Face to Facebook uses social media to show how 

easy it is to steal personal information online, and Stranger Vision introduce DNA 

database and possible way to recreate appearance of human with only just few 

information. 

Fahrenheit 451 and 1984 may have been written in different eras with different 

issues, but many of them last till today. Both books are still up to date with their topics 

and they warn us about issues we face every day. Brave New World artists answered 

these warnings and recreated them so they fit nowadays society more. But the primal 

source is still staying the same. Fahrenheit 451 and 1984 are and will be current for 

some time. 
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